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Relationships Act 2011

[as amended by all amendments that commenced on or before 23 September 2013]

An Act to provide for registered relationships

Part 1 Preliminary

1 Short title
   This Act may be cited as the Relationships Act 2011.

2 Commencement
   This Act commences on a day to be fixed by proclamation.

3 Definitions
   The dictionary in schedule 2 defines particular words used in this Act.
Part 2  Registered relationships

Division 1  General

4  Registered relationships—general
   (1) A registered relationship is a legally recognised relationship that, subject to this Act, may be entered into by any 2 adults, regardless of their sex.
   
   (2) A registered relationship terminates only as provided by division 4.

   Note—
   Division 4 provides for termination by death, marriage or registration of a termination application.

Division 2  Eligibility

5  Eligibility criteria
   A person may enter into a registered relationship only if—
   
   (a) the person is not married or in a registered relationship; and
   
   (b) the person does not have any of the following relationships (a prohibited relationship) with the person’s proposed registered partner—
      (i) lineal ancestor;
      (ii) lineal descendent;
      (iii) sister;
      (iv) half-sister;
      (v) brother;
      (vi) half-brother; and
6 How registered relationship is entered into

Two adults who are in a relationship as a couple, regardless of their sex, and who meet the eligibility criteria mentioned in section 5, may enter into a registered relationship by having their relationship registered under section 9(1)(a).

Note—

The registrar must enter particulars of a registered relationship entered into under this Act in the register under the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 2003, part 5A.

7 Application for registration

(1) Two persons who wish to enter into a registered relationship as mentioned in section 6 may apply to the registrar for registration of their relationship as a registered relationship.

(2) The application must be in the approved form and must be accompanied by—

(a) a statutory declaration made by each person stating—

(i) that the person wishes to enter into a registered relationship with the other person; and

(ii) that the person is not married or in a registered relationship; and

(iii) that the person believes the person and the other person do not have a prohibited relationship; and

(iv) where the person lives; and

(b) the documents prescribed under a regulation to prove each person’s identity and age; and
(c) anything else prescribed under a regulation.

(3) The registrar may require 1 or both of the applicants to give the registrar additional information or documents the registrar reasonably needs to decide the application.

(4) If a requirement under subsection (3) is not complied with, the registrar may refuse to consider the application further.

8 Registration period—application for registration

(1) The registrar must not register a relationship under section 9(1)(a) before the end of the registration period for the application made under section 7.

(2) One or both of the persons who have made the application under section 7 may withdraw the application during the registration period by giving the registrar a withdrawal notice in the approved form.

9 Decision on application

(1) On application under section 7, and as soon as practicable after the end of the registration period for the application, the registrar must—

   (a) register the relationship as a registered relationship and make an endorsement to that effect on the application; or

   (b) refuse to register the relationship as a registered relationship.

(2) The registrar must register the relationship as a registered relationship unless satisfied that—

   (a) 1 or both of the persons do not meet the eligibility criteria mentioned in section 5; or

   (b) 1 or both of the persons has withdrawn the application under section 8(2).
13 When registered relationship takes effect

A registered relationship takes effect when the registrar registers the relationship under section 9(1)(a).

Division 4 Termination

14 How registered relationship is terminated

(1) A registered relationship is terminated on—

(a) the death of either party; or

(b) the marriage of either party.

(2) A registered relationship may also be terminated under section 19.

15 Application for termination

(1) One or both parties to a registered relationship may apply to the registrar to terminate the relationship (a termination application).

(2) The termination application must be in the approved form and accompanied by—

(a) a statutory declaration by the applicant or, if more than 1 applicant, each of the applicants stating that the person making the declaration wishes to terminate the registered relationship; and

(b) any fee prescribed under a regulation; and

(c) any other document prescribed under a regulation.

(3) If the termination application is made by 1, but not both, of the parties to the registered relationship, the application must

Note—
The registrar must enter particulars of a registered relationship in the register under the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 2003, part 5A.
also be accompanied by a statutory declaration by the applicant stating—

(a) that the other party to the relationship has been served under section 16; and

(b) the method by which service was effected under section 16.

16 Service of termination application

If a termination application is made by 1, but not both, of the parties to a registered relationship, the applicant must—

(a) arrange for the other party to the relationship to be personally served with a copy of—

(i) the termination application; and

(ii) the statutory declaration mentioned in section 15(2)(a); or

Note—

Section 32(2) sets out the ways in which documents mentioned in paragraph (a) may be personally served.

(b) send a copy of the documents mentioned in paragraph (a), addressed to the other party, by registered post to the other party’s last known residential address.

17 Termination application period and withdrawal of termination application

(1) The registrar must not register the termination of a registered relationship under section 18 before the end of the termination application period for the application.

(2) A termination application may be withdrawn during the termination application period for the application—

(a) if the application is made by 1, but not both, of the parties to the registered relationship—by the party who made the application giving the registrar a withdrawal notice in the approved form; or
(b) if the application is made by both parties—by both parties giving the registrar a withdrawal notice in the approved form.

18 Decision on termination application

(1) The registrar must, as soon as practicable after the end of the termination application period for the termination application—

(a) register the termination of the registered relationship and make an endorsement to that effect on the application; or

(b) refuse to register the termination of the registered relationship.

(2) The registrar must register the termination of the registered relationship unless satisfied that the termination application has been withdrawn under section 17(2).

19 When termination of registered relationship takes effect

Termination of a registered relationship takes effect when the registrar registers the termination application under section 18.

Part 4 Notification and review of decisions

27 Definition for pt 4

In this part—

reviewable decision means a decision mentioned in schedule 1, column 3 under a provision of this Act mentioned in column 2 in relation to the decision.
28 **Reviewable decision notices**

If the registrar makes a reviewable decision, the registrar must, within 10 days after making the decision, give an information notice for the decision to each entity mentioned in schedule 1, column 4 in relation to the decision.

29 **Applications for review**

The following may apply to QCAT for review of a reviewable decision—

(a) an entity mentioned in schedule 1, column 4 in relation to the decision;

(b) any other person whose interests are affected by the decision.

---

**Part 5**

**Miscellaneous**

30 **Void registered relationships**

A registered relationship is void if—

(a) either party did not meet the eligibility criteria in section 5 when the relationship was registered as a registered relationship; or

(b) either party did not freely enter into the registered relationship because—

(i) the party’s agreement to enter into the registered relationship was obtained by duress or fraud; or

(ii) the party was mistaken about the identity of the other party; or

(iii) the party did not have the capacity within the meaning of the *Guardianship and Administration Act 2000* to enter into the registered relationship.
32 Ways in which termination application to be served

(1) This section applies to a document that is required under section 16 to be served on a party to a registered relationship.

(2) To serve the document personally on the party, the person serving it must—

(a) give the party a copy of the document; or
(b) if the party does not accept the copy—put the copy down in the party’s presence and tell the party in general terms what the document is; or
(c) if the person serving the copy is prevented from approaching the party by a reasonable fear of violence—put the copy down as near as practicable to, but in the sight of, the party.

(3) It is not necessary under subsection (2) to show the original of the document to the person served.

(4) If a person who is required to serve a document under section 16 is unable to serve the document as mentioned in section 16(a) or (b), the person may ask the registrar for approval to serve the document by another method.

(5) The registrar may give approval if satisfied that—

(a) it is impracticable, for any reason, for the document to be served as mentioned in section 16(a) or (b); and
(b) the alternative way is reasonably likely to bring the termination application to the other party’s attention.

(6) If the registrar gives the approval—

(a) the applicant must comply with any conditions imposed on the approval by the registrar; and
(b) for section 16, if a document is served on a party in accordance with the approval, the document is taken to have been served on the party.
33 Registered relationships under corresponding laws

(1) A regulation may provide that a relationship under a corresponding law is taken to be registered as a registered relationship under this Act.

(2) In this section—

corresponding law means a law of another State or country prescribed under a regulation to be a corresponding law for this Act.

35 Approved forms

The chief executive may approve forms for use under this Act.

36 Regulation-making power

(1) The Governor in Council may make regulations under this Act.

(2) Without limiting subsection (1), a regulation may—

(a) prescribe fees payable under this Act; or

(b) provide for the refunding or waiving of fees payable under this Act.

Part 6 Savings and transitional provisions for Civil Partnerships and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2012

37 Definitions for pt 6

In this part—
amending Act means the Civil Partnerships and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2012.

civil partnership notary means—

(a) a person registered as a civil partnership notary under the Act as in force immediately before the commencement; or

(b) the registrar.

commencement means the day on which this section commences.

former, in relation to a provision, means as in force immediately before the amendment or repeal of the provision by the amending Act.

38 Existing civil partnerships

(1) A civil partnership in effect immediately before the commencement is taken, on the commencement, to be a registered relationship under this Act.

(2) To remove any doubt, it is declared that subsection (1) applies to a civil partnership registered under former section 9 or former section 12.

39 Civil partnerships under corresponding laws

(1) This section applies to a relationship under a corresponding law that was, immediately before the commencement, taken to be registered as a civil partnership under former section 33.

(2) The civil partnership is, on and from the commencement, taken to be registered as a registered relationship under this Act.

40 Existing applications under former s 7

(1) This section applies if—
(a) before the commencement, 2 persons applied under former section 7 for registration of their relationship as a civil partnership; and

(b) immediately before the commencement, the registrar had not decided the application under former section 9.

(2) On and from the commencement, the application is taken to be an application under section 7 for registration of the relationship as a registered relationship.

41 Existing notices of intention under former s 10

(1) This section applies if—

(a) before the commencement, 2 persons (the applicants) gave a notice (a notice of intention) under former section 10 of their intention to enter into a civil partnership; and

(b) immediately before the commencement, the applicants had not made a declaration of civil partnership under former section 11.

(2) On and from the commencement, the notice of intention is taken to be an application under section 7 for registration of the applicants’ relationship as a registered relationship.

(3) As soon as practicable after the commencement, the registrar must give each of the applicants a written notice (the registrar’s notice) stating that—

(a) the notice of intention is taken to be an application for registration under section 7; and

(b) 1 or both of the applicants may withdraw the application during the period ending 90 days after the day stated in the registrar’s notice (the notice period) by giving the registrar a withdrawal notice in the approved form.

(4) The applicants may, at any time during the notice period, give the registrar a notice (a renewed intention notice) that they intend to enter into a registered relationship.

(5) A renewed intention notice must be signed by both applicants.
(6) For section 8, the registration period is taken to be the notice period.

(7) Section 8(1) applies subject to subsection (8)(b).

(8) Despite section 9, the registrar must register the relationship under section 9(1)(a) or refuse to register the relationship under section 9(1)(b)—
   (a) as soon as practicable after the end of the notice period; or
   (b) if the parties give the registrar a renewed intention notice during the notice period—within 10 days after the day on which the registrar receives the notice.

42 Declaration under former s 11

(1) This section applies if—
   (a) before the commencement, 2 persons—
      (i) gave notice under former section 10 of their intention to enter into a civil partnership; and
      (ii) made a declaration of civil partnership under former section 11; and
   (b) immediately before the commencement, the registrar had not registered the relationship as a civil partnership under former section 12.

(2) As soon as practicable after the commencement, the registrar must register the relationship as a registered relationship under section 9(1)(a) or refuse to register the relationship as a registered relationship under section 9(1)(b).

43 Review of decisions made before commencement

(1) This section applies if—
   (a) before the commencement—
(i) a person has applied for the review of a reviewable decision mentioned in former schedule 1, item 1; and

(ii) the review has not been completed; or

(b) on the commencement, the period within which a person may apply for the review of a reviewable decision mentioned in former schedule 1, item 1 has started but not finished.

(2) The Act as it was in force immediately before the commencement continues to apply for the purpose of completion of the review of the reviewable decision.

(3) If QCAT makes an order setting aside the reviewable decision, the relationship is taken to be registered as a registered relationship under this Act.

44 Void civil partnerships

(1) This section applies to a civil partnership that—

(a) was entered into as mentioned in former section 6(b); and

(b) is taken, on and from the commencement, to be a registered relationship under section 38.

(2) To remove any doubt, it is declared that the registered relationship is void if either party did not freely enter into it because the party was mistaken about the nature of the declaration made under former section 11.

45 Noncompliance with particular requirements under former ss 10 and 11

(1) This section applies to a civil partnership that—

(a) was entered into as mentioned in former section 6(b); and

(b) is taken, on and from the commencement, to be a registered relationship under section 38.
(2) On and from the commencement, the registered relationship is not invalid only because—

(a) a requirement about the form of the notice given under former section 10 was not complied with; or

(b) the person to whom the parties gave notice under former section 10 was not a civil partnership notary, if either party believed at the time the notice was given that the person was a civil partnership notary; or

(c) the person before whom the parties made the declaration under former section 11 was not a civil partnership notary, if either party believed at the time of making the declaration that the person was a civil partnership notary.

46 References in Acts and documents to civil partnership

A reference in an Act or document to a civil partnership or a civil partner is, on and from the commencement and if the context permits, taken to be a reference to a registered relationship or registered partner.
Schedule 1  
Reviewable decisions  
sections 27 to 29

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1 Item</th>
<th>Column 2 Section</th>
<th>Column 3 Decision</th>
<th>Column 4 Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9(1)(b)</td>
<td>refuse to register a relationship as a registered relationship</td>
<td>parties to the relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18(1)(b)</td>
<td>refuse to register a termination application</td>
<td>the applicant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Schedule 2   Dictionary

section 3

*information notice* means a notice complying with the QCAT Act, section 157(2).

*prohibited relationship* see section 5(b).

*registrar* means the registrar-general appointed under the *Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 2003*.

*registration period*, for an application made under section 7, means the period ending 10 days after the application and accompanying documents under section 7(2) are given to the registrar.

*reviewable decision*, for part 4, see section 27.

*termination application* see section 15(1).

*termination application period*, for a termination application, means the period ending 90 days after the termination application and accompanying documents mentioned in section 15 are given to the registrar.
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pres s 37 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Existing civil partnerships
s 38  prev s 38 om R0A (see RA s 37)
pres s 38 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Division 2—Amendment of Acts Interpretation Act 1954
div hdg  om R0A (see RA s 7(1)(k))
Civil partnerships under corresponding laws
s 39  prev s 39 om R0A (see RA s 40)
pres s 39 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Existing applications under former s 7
s 40  prev s 40 om R0A (see RA s 40)
pres s 40 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Division 3—Amendment of Anti-Discrimination Act 1991
div hdg  om R0A (see RA s 7(1)(k))
Existing notices of intention under former s 10
s 41  prev s 41 om R0A (see RA s 40)
pres s 41 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Declaration under former s 11
s 42  prev s 42 om R0A (see RA s 40)
pres s 42 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24
Review of decisions made before commencement
s 43 prev s 43 om R0A (see RA s 40)
    pres s 43 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Division 4—Amendment of Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 2003
div hdg om R1 (see RA s 7(1)(k))

Void civil partnerships
s 44 prev s 44 om R1 (see RA s 40)
    pres s 44 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Noncompliance with particular requirements under former ss 10 and 11
s 45 prev s 45 amd R0A (see RA s 40)
    om R1 (see RA s 40)
    pres s 45 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Division 5—Amendment of Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997
div hdg om R0A (see RA s 7(1)(k))

References in Acts and documents to civil partnership
s 46 prev s 46 om R1 (see RA s 40)
    pres s 46 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24

Effect of regulation amendment
s 47 orig s 47 om R1 (see RA s 40)
    prev s 47 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24
    om 2013 No. 39 s 109 sch 2

Division 6—Amendment of Corrective Services Act 2006
div hdg om R0A (see RA s 7(1)(k))

Transitional regulation-making power
s 48 prev s 48 om R1 (see RA s 40)
    pres s 48 ins 2012 No. 12 s 24
    exp 27 June 2013 (see s 48(5))

Insertion of new s 26A
s 49 om R0A (see RA s 40)

Division 7—Amendment of Duties Act 2001
div 7 (ss 50–52) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 8—Amendment of Electrical Safety Act 2002
div 8 (ss 53–54) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 9—Amendment of First Home Owner Grant Act 2000
div 9 (ss 55–56) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 10—Amendment of Guardianship and Administration Act 2000
div 10 (ss 57–59) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 11—Amendment of Integrated Resort Development Act 1987
div 11 (ss 60–61) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)
Endnotes

Division 12—Amendment of Judges (Pensions and Long Leave) Act 1957
div 12 (ss 62–63) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 13—Amendment of Land Tax Act 2010
div 13 (ss 64–65) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 14—Amendment of Payroll Tax Act 1971
div 14 (ss 66–67) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 15—Amendment of Powers of Attorney Act 1998
div 15 (ss 68–71) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 16—Amendment of Prostitution Act 1999
div 16 (ss 72–73) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 17—Amendment of Public Trustee Act 1978
div 17 (ss 74–76) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 18—Amendment of Sanctuary Cove Resort Act 1985
div 18 (ss 77–78) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 19—Amendment of Status of Children Act 1978
div 19 (ss 79–83) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 20—Amendment of Succession Act 1981
div 20 (ss 84–87) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 21—Amendment of Supreme Court Act 1995
div 21 (ss 88–89) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

Division 22—Amendment of Surrogacy Act 2010
div 22 (ss 90–91) om R0A (see RA ss 7(1)(k) and 40)

SCHEDULE 1—REVIEWABLE DECISIONS

SCHEDULE 2—DICTIONARY

def accepted representations om 2012 No. 12 s 26(1)
def civil partnership notary om 2012 No. 12 s 26(1)
def cooling-off period om 2012 No. 12 s 26(1)
def registration period ins 2012 No. 12 s 26(2)
def show cause notice om 2012 No. 12 s 26(1)
def show cause period om 2012 No. 12 s 26(1)
def termination application ins 2012 No. 12 s 26(2)
def termination application period ins 2012 No. 12 s 26(2)
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